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Marita Golden is the award-winning author of Living Out Loud: A Writer's
Journey (Createspace, 2012). She is also a nonfiction writer, distinguished
teacher of writing, and co-founder of the Hurston/Wright Foundation, a
national organization that serves African-American writers. She will be the
keynote speaker at the 2012MarylandWriters' Conference. Marita Golden
recently spoke with Elizabeth J. Kolodziej about her creative journey and
why she writes to inspire.
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MWA Board

Chapters
The Annapolis Chapter meets the third
Wednesday of each month in Room 205 of
Maryland Hall for the Creative Arts,
Constitution and Greenfield Streets,
Annapolis, MD, (410) 263-5544. For
information about upcoming meetings, e-
mail mwaa@marylandwriters.org or visit the
chapter website at
www.annapolismwa.wordpress.com.

The MWA Board meets on the fourth
Thursday of even months at the Bob Evans
restaurant in Glen Burnie from 7:00-8:30
p.m., unless another date is posted on our
website. Board meetings are open to all
MWA members.

TheBaltimoreChaptermeets on the fourth
Monday of every month (except December)
at 7:00 p.m. at Ukazoo Books in Dulaney
Plaza, on Dulaney Valley Road in Towson.
For information about upcoming meetings,
e-mail mwab@marylandwriters.org or visit
the chapter website at
www.mwabaltimore.org.

TheHoward County Chaptermeets on the
third Thursday of each month (except
November and December) at 7:00pm at
Sunrise Senior Living, 6500 Freetown Road,
in Columbia. For information about
upcoming meetings, e-mail mwahc
@marylandwriters.org or visit the chapter
website at www.mwahocowriters.com.

The Carroll County Chapter meets on the
second Saturday of every other month at
various locations in Carroll County. For
information, e-mail reginasokas
@rocketmail.com or visit the chapter's
website at www.carrollcountymwa.org.

an Interview with Author Marita Golden

THE ART, BUSINESS, AND CRAFT OF WRITING

Elizabeth J. Kolodziej: What
event in your life set you down this
road of inspiring others?
Marita Golden: I was called at a
very early age to write. I was very
curious about the world and
people and felt that writing was a
tool that allowed me to live more
fully in the world. I came of age in
the 1960s, at a time when the act
of writing was connected to social
change and political activism;
those two impulses have greatly
shaped my stories and my writing
life.
EJK: Who or what inspires you
the most?
MG: I am inspired by the
complexity of human nature and

the human experience.
EJK: Who encouraged your
writing the most?
MG: Both of my parents
encouraged me to write. They
were enormously proud of the
writing gifts I exhibited at a young
age and they talked to me like I
was an adult.
My father told me wonderful
stories of family history and Black
history and my mother told me at
the age of twelve that I was going
to write a book one day.
EJK: In your new book, Living Out
Loud: A Writer's Journey, what
was your favorite essay to write?

The Montgomery County Chapter meets
on alternating second Saturdays and
second Wendesdays of every month at the
VisArts Center, 155 Gibbs Street, in
Rockville. For information, e-mail AlixMoore
at alix@tappingthewellwithin.
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PEN IN HAND
Marita Golden Interview, cont'd.
MG: I think "Can I Get A Witness"
is my favorite essay because in it I
make a connection between the
act of witnessing as performed by
the ministers in my
family and the
witnessing I do in my
writing. Until I wrote
that essay, I did not
realize how deeply
embedded in my
family's DNA writing
and thinking and living
out loud actually were.
EJK: What would you
tell a would-be author
to inspire them when
they feel that their work
stinks or they have
writer's block?
MG: It is important to
honor the process of
writing on a regular
basis. It is not so
important to write every
day, but you must
establish a regular
routine that gets into
your system, your
imaginative DNA, so to
speak.
Once you write regularly you can
write through fear, anxiety, and
blocks. I think that when people
are blocked they are actually afraid

of what memories the writing will
call forth, afraid of what the writing
may reveal to them about
themselves, and even afraid of

success.

EJK: What was your
biggest hurdle to get
over? A moment when
you thought you would
crumble?

MG: I have never had a
moment when I thought
I would give up writing. I
have had moments
when, like all writers, I
have had to wrestle
with the jealousy of
other writers, with self-
doubt, and with false
definitions of success.

My meditation practice
has, over the years,
helped me to be more
grateful for the success
I have had, more
generous to my writing
tribe, a better teacher of
writing, and more bold
as a writer.

I feel enormously blessed to have
been called to write and also to
teach others to write, for it is an
amazing act and journey of self-
discovery.
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CRAFT
THE ART, BUSINESS, AND
CRAFT OF WRITING

Marita Golden will give the keynote
presentation at the 24th Annual Maryland Writers'

Conference, "Writing in Times of Change," Saturday,
October 20, 2012 at the University of Baltimore's Thumel

Business Center.

Ms. Golden's keynote is titled "The Changing Tides" and
will be presented at 1:15 in the Main Auditorium.



Multiculturalism and diversity are old buzz words that have come to
mean different things to different people. To some, it conjures up
distasteful issues -- race, class, minorities, affirmative action,
prejudice -- and often seems to segregate rather than unify people.
Others see it as a distraction from the nuts and bolts of real
education and academic excellence. Teachers everywhere are
encouraged to incorporate the contributions of people of color into
their curricula. The internet is rife with "lists" of scientists,
mathematicians, writers, poets, and so on from different countries,
cultures, and ethnic backgrounds.
For most of my life, I'd paid little attention to my Indian-ness.
Raised Roman Catholic in India, a predominantly non-Christian
country, I was accustomed to being "the only Christian girl" in most
places. Being a minority was a non-issue. Later, as a career
scientist cocooned in research labs, both in India and America,
surrounded by centrifuges, viruses, and cell cultures, it became
clear that my own culture was irrelevant to my work. I was
reasonably happy and productive with tons of scientific
publications, and I was well paid.
But the earth shifted from under my feet when I began writing
during the summers of my new teaching career. All I could do was
feel my Indian roots -- stories, poems, nonfiction -- everything was
rooted in the memory of home. All I wanted was to share my
culture, to transport my readers to India on the page, let them live
amongst my characters in small towns and villages, so they could
better understand the social issues of the country I was born in, but
in which I have not chosen to live. Based on my book, Where

Monsoons Cry, I developed a course, "Glimpses of Indian Culture,"
which I teach at adult learning institutes and retirement community
centers. My own generation of relatives lives in different parts of the
world in different time zones. I have a sister in New Zealand, a
brother in Germany, other siblings in India, and first cousins in
England, Holland, and Australia. Now, as never before in the history
of humankind, we live in a microcosm of diverse religions and
cultures -- a genetic potpourri of humanity stranded (at least for
now) on this planet.
To me, multiculturalism and diversity are a plea for respect. People
everywhere want to be valued and acknowledged for their
differences. They have no intention of taking over the world. They
want to contribute, enrich, blend, and be distinct from each other --
quite literally to add a splash of color. As writers in this ever-
changing world, the alternative is bleak, for in the words of
Mahatma Gandhi, that man for all seasons and countries: "No
culture can live, if it attempts to be exclusive."

# # #
Lalita Noronha is a research scientist, writer, poet, and teacher.
Published in over eighty literary journals and anthologies, she is the
author of a short story collection, Where Monsoons Cry and a
fiction editor for The Baltimore Review. She is a recipient of the
MSAC Individual Artist Award and the Maryland Literary Arts Award
(Short Story) twice and is also a Pushcart nominee for her poem
"Bar Talk" (2011). Often featured on National Public Radio's The
Signal, she is working on her first novel. Visit her website,
www.lalitanoronha.com and blog lalitanoronha.wordpress.com.

Celebrating Diversity Through Writing
by Lalita Noronha
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Writers Need a Tough Skin
by Jan Bowman

CRAFT

If you're a writer new to the business, it might be useful to know
that while you will wish to be published and hope some editor likes
your work enough to publish it, the cold reality is that your artistic
offerings will receive and survive rejection. Even famous writers get
rejections, although probably not as often as the rest of us.

As a writer you must develop a tough skin to deal with the "not for
us" that cuts your ego a bit. Months can pass before you learn the
fate of work that you sent out into the world bearing your best
hopes. Unfortunately, rejection letters often arrive in your own self-
addressed envelope, as a mass-produced note on a coffee-stained
scrap of cheap paper.

Take heart. You must plan to be published. Eventually someone out
there will get what you're trying to do. And they'll have budget and
space for your work. In this economy even that can have an impact
on your publication dreams.

As a writer I have collected more than a few rejection slips for work
submitted to a wide range of literary journals, and not necessarily
because the work wasn't good enough. Happily, I've also gotten
"we love it" letters, but for every acceptance, I've gotten at least
thirty non-acceptances.

So when you're sending out work that you think is ready for
publication, it helps to remember that you need a plan, just as you

do with most things. Read a range of literary journals. Think about
whether any of your work fits the genre, style, setting, narrative
style, length, or theme.

Send your work to publications you enjoy reading. Follow
submission guidelines to the letter. Guidelines are available online,
and sample copies can be found online or in your local bookstore
or library. Subscribe to a few of your favorites and develop a target
list of five to ten markets that seem to be a good fit for your
particular style of work, then send them your work before trying
other markets. Your goal is to have your work published in one or
more of these journals within a set period of time, perhaps one to
three years. And yes, I did just say years. Learn to live with rejection
and don't take it personally.

# # #

Jan Bowman's work has appeared in Big Muddy, The Broadkill
Review, Third Wednesday, Minimus, Buffalo Spree (1997), Folio, The
Potomac Review, Musings, Potato Eyes, and other journals. A recent
story won the 2012 Roanoke Review Fiction Prize and will appear in
an upcoming issue. Jan's stories have been nominated for Best
American Short Stories and a Pushcart Prize. A recent story was a
2011 semi-finalist for the "So to Speak" fiction contest. Read more at
janbowmanwriter.blogspot.com and www.janbowmanwriter.com.



Carroll County Chapter

Montgomery Chapter

by Jo Donaldson, Chapter Secretary

by Carolee Noury, Chapter Secretary
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Saturday, August 11 marked the second official meeting of the new
Montgomery Chapter. With almost forty affiliate members and
growing, this chapter is attracting published writers as well as "closet
writers" -- folks who are stepping out into the writing community for
the first time. Program Chair Larry Matthews is arranging speakers
that meet the needs of both kinds of writers.

The July and August meetings used the in-house talents of multi-book
author Larry Winters, who shared his new release Saving Charles in
July, and creativity coach Alix Moore, who spoke about meditation
and creativity in August. The September meeting featured author,
publisher, and past MWA President Austin Camacho.

Future meetings will be a balance of outside speakers and in-house
talent. Paranormal author Rob Gutro will be our featured speaker on
October 13, and independent bookstore owner Patrick Darby will be
our guest on November 14. On January 9, chapter regular Assegid
Hbatewold will speak on about his book Redefining Leadership:
Navigating the Path from Birthright to Fulfillment in Life.

MWA Montgomery meets at VisArts in Rockville. Meetings alternate
between second Wednesday nights and first Saturday mornings, with
the exception of the October 13 meeting, which will be on the second
Saturday of the month. For information about the chapter and
upcoming meetings, please contact Chapter President Alix Moore at
alix@tappingthewellwithin.com. And keep an eye open for our
chapter's website, which is coming soon!

On Saturday, October 13, author Barbara
Morrison will discuss her experiences over the
past year promoting her memoir, Innocent:
Confessions of a Welfare Mother. She stresses
that the job is just beginning once your
manuscript has been accepted. In addition to
Innocent, Morrison has also published a book
of poetry, Here at Least. She will speak in the
Large Meeting Room of the Westminster
Library at 1:00 pm.

In December, Carroll County MWA members
will ring in the holiday season with Pushcart
nominee Lynne Shapiro, who will lead a series
of creativity exercises. Mark your calendars for
the second Saturday of the month.

For more information check out
carrollcountymwa.org or contact Chapter President Regina Sokas at
reginasokas@rocketmail.com.

BUSINESS

The lifeblood of any organization is its people.
As the new president of the Maryland Writers'
Association, I cannot think of any clearer statement
that represents our nonprofit organization. We exist as
an entity to further our goals with regard to writing,
whether poetry or prose. Our organization is important
enough to each of us that we joined in the first place,
and we participate to the extent we feel that the
organization can help us.
Albert Schweitzer said, "I don't know what your destiny
will be, but one thing I know: the only ones among you
who will be really happy are those who have sought
and found how to serve." Writing is an artistic release
for us; we write because it comes from deep within
and we try to express what we feel about life through
our writing. The expression of art and our outpourings
should bring us a sense of gratitude and fulfillment in a
perfect world, but we all know of artists who suffer and
anguish for their art. Whether the art we create through
writing brings us the happiness and fulfillment we seek,
there is a way to compound the benefits of what we
receive. We do that by helping each other, being a
comfort, an ear, an editorial advisor, or in any number
of other ways. Organizationally, it occurs through the
volunteer efforts we give.
Winston Churchill took it a step further than Schweitzer
when he said, "You make a living by what you get, but
you make a life by what you give." Former United
States President Calvin Coolidge was even more
succinct. He said, "No person was ever honored for
what he received. Honor is given by what he gave."
As the leader of your new board for the upcoming 24
months, I hope each of you will partake of the
opportunity to volunteer whatever you can to help our
craft and art. At the beginning of our new term in office,
we, the members of the board, see lots of
opportunities and needs. With your help, they will be
fulfilled.
Let me close by sharing some information gathered by
Carol Kinsey Goman, Ph.D. and researcher in the field
of communication and human interaction. When asked
to identify the small number of employees of a
company who are real influencers, her research with
Pitney Bowes indicated that it works best when
members of an organization volunteer to be truly
influential ambassadors for communication.
I hope when the opportunity arises, you will partake
with your elected and appointed leadership in
volunteering on behalf of MWA at the state or chapter
level and find fulfillment and happiness through your
ability to help and influence others. With regard to each
member of the board, I know this new board looks
forward to serving you.

President's Message
by Jim Heimberg, MWA President 2012-2014
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BUSINESSAnnapolis Chapter
by Kat Spitzer, Chapter Secretary
Our recent presenters have been a diverse and fascinating bunch. In June,
Baltimore community organizer and author Charles F. "Chic" Dambach did
a reading and led a discussion based on his book, Exhaust the Limits:
the Life and Times of a Global Peacebuilder, which tells of his life
serving in the Peace Corps, as a champion kayak racer, and as a
community activist.

In July, local author, past MWA Vice President, and
Baltimore Chapter President Fernando Quijano III spoke
on his life and his success as a writer using social media.
Quijano's work has been featured in Welter, Smile, Hon,
You're in Baltimore, and the MWA poetry anthology,
Life in Me Like Grass on Fire.

In August, Baltimore Sun columnist Susan Reimer gave a talk on the life of a
newspaper journalist and the perilous state of newspaper publishing today. At our
September meeting, current MWA President Jim Heimberg spoke about the craft of
writing and the future of MWA.

We are busy lining up interesting speakers for the Fall too. For example, in October,
Baltimore author and horror zine editor Jeffrey L. Shipley will be our featured speaker.
You may remember that Shipley, the co-founder of the horror zine Tales of Blood and
Roses, was profiled in the Spring 2012 issue of Pen in Hand.

Find out more about us at annapolismwa.wordpress.com.

In June, the Baltimore Chapter elected new officers for the
upcoming year: Fernando Quijano III as President, Shirley
Brewer as Vice-President, Neal Patterson as Secretary, and Gary
Lester as Treasurer.

Our monthly meetings have featured an entertaining array of guest
speakers in recent months. On June 2nd, John Edward Lawson,
a founding editor of Raw Dog Screaming Press, spoke about the
pleasures and pitfalls of indie publishing. John has successfully
released books deemed “unpublishable” by other publishing
houses. For writers choosing an indie publisher, he recommended
doing homework and asking other writers about their own
experiences.

Fresh from the Brave New Voices Nationals in San Francisco where they placed ninth among over 50
teams, Slangston Hughes and members of the Baltimore City Youth Poetry Team came to the July
meeting to perform some of their poetry. Slangston spoke emotionally about working with Baltimore
youths who are often dealing with incredibly difficult circumstances and helping them turn their
experiences into poetry. Laughs were the focus of August's meeting when Gerald Levin talked about
humor writing. Gerald emphasized two important points: touch on things that resonate in truth and
words with "K" sounds are always funny.

In other activities, members of the Baltimore Chapter presented monologues on the final day of the
Baltimore Book Festival. As part of Literary Arts Week, we are hosting a Moon Madness reading
at Village Learning Place in Charles Village on October 17th from 6:30 to 9:00 p.m. Keep up with the
Baltimore Chapter by visiting our blog at mwabaltimore.wordpress.com.

Baltimore Chapter
by Neal Patterson, Chapter Secretary



Wouldyou like to seeyourpoem, short-short story,
or essay in Pen in Hand?
Submissions are open to current MWA members and
Maryland-based literary journals, publishers, reading series,
and writers’ associations.
Submissions should be plain text in the body of an e-mail.
Please include a brief bio. Include "PIH" in the e-mail subject
line and send to editor Paul Lagasse at
peninhand@marylandwriters.org.
Questions and queries are encouraged.
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Dance of the Leaves

I feel connections
Silk threads spanning the distance
From here to my heart

# # #
Melinda Bennington is a published poet, currently
active in writing communities on both coasts. She
has a BSW and M.Ed., and is an award-winning
public school teacher, where she wrote music,
curricula, and stories for her students. She left full-
time teaching for writing and, eventually, co-
teaching mindfulness for children.

by Melinda Bennington

ART

The stone lions guarding the Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C. greeted us as we climbed the steps. We’d
come for the opening of the National Scholastic Artists and
Writers Exhibition. The 1,200 honorees were chosen from
250,000 regional winners. My husband and I had a personal
stake in this show. One of the winners was a ceramic
sculpture titled "The Kelpie," created by our granddaughter
Alena Lau, a sophomore at Roosevelt High School in Honolulu,
Hawaii.

"The Kelpie" depicted a young girl crouching beside a rippling
pond, with a horse up to its neck in blue-green water.

“This is our granddaughter’s piece, ” I announced to the
parade of visitors. Then I grandly interpreted it. “The kelpie—
the little girl—is a water sprite of Scottish folklore who delights
in drowning wayfarers.” I held court at the Corcoran for two
hours. And for the entire year after, I carried a picture in my
purse, doing show-and-tell to family, friends and the
immediate world.

Until our daughter, Alena’s mom, heard me. At a party in
Honolulu, Jackie said in a stern voice: “No, Rosemary, you've
got it wrong. The horse is the kelpie!”

Huh?

Here’s what happened. I had looked up “kelpie” in my
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary. The first definition
applied, but I neglected to also read the origin of the word in
brackets: from the Scottish-Gaelic “heifer or colt.”

Since then, I’ve promised Alena I’ll write down her own precise
interpretation of her artworks. No improvising.

Fortunately, my goof had no impact on the final outcome. The
Alliance for Youth, sponsors of the competition, bought
"The Kelpie" for their offices in New York.

# # #

Rosemary Mild has just published Miriam's World—and Mine,
her second memoir of her daughter lost in the terrorist
bombing of Pan Am 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland. Rosemary
and her husband Larry coauthor mystery and suspense novels.
Their seventh story, featuring a "soft-boiled" detective, appears
in the current issue of the online magazine Mysterical-E. Visit
them at www.magicile.com

Mea Kelpie
by Rosemary MildDrowning out the Silence

Whistling, I scurry
Emptying my suitcases
filling barren shelves

by Melinda Bennington

Black Authors &
Readers ROCK Weekend
Friday, October 19 - Saturday,

October 20, 2012

Metro Points Hotel
8500 Annapolis Road

New Carrollton, MD 20784
Friday: Reception from 7:00 - 11:00 p. m.

Saturday: Vendor/author expo from 9:00 a. m. - 3:30 p. m.

Featuring MWA member Deliah Lawrence,
Author of Gotta Let It Go and finalist in the
2011 Next Generation Indie Book Awards
in the multi-cultural fiction category.
Follow Deliah on Facebook and
Twitter as thewritepen and on the

web at
vocalexpressions.blogspot.com.
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ARTTalking Him off the Ledge
by Janice Lynch Schuster
I text every word I know
For love. Not enough
He says. Nothing
He can see

I try other words
Holding on. Spelled out
So long as he answers
We are of earth

I text photos of cherry trees
A grand piano anything
To remind him this life
Has no equal

Hot coffee cigarettes after sex
All the yellow in the world

None of it enough

It is all we have

Come off the ledge
I beg, my selfish hands
Braiding a lifeline
Of love and terror
Heavy cords and hope

# # #
Janice Lynch Schuster is the author of a collection,
Saturday at the Gym, and frequently contributes
essays and articles to The Washington Post. She lives
in Riva and works as a writer for Altarum Institute in
Washington, DC.

David, te quitaron tus man ̃anas
David, your tomorrows they stole entire
tu temor, tu bravura, tu suerte
With your fears, your cockiness, your trying
tus arrugas merecido, tus ganas
your latent wrinkles, your private desires
tu rostro, tus ayeres, tu muerte
your presence, your past, your distant dying

de anciano digno y honrado
as one grown ancient, honored, dignified
por tu mujer, tus nin ̃os, tus nietos
touched by a wife, by kids, grandchildren, too
alivios por tu tiempo largo
relieved after a long, well measured ride
por voluntad bien sutil de Dios
in God’s too subtle will, for me and you

Te quitaron tus suen ̃os propios
They took away David your every muse
tus ilusiones compartidos
Your hopes some private, some with others shared
tus di ́as letargos y u ́nicos
Your days lethargic, or unique, confused
tus tristezas, tus alegrias. Vos!
Your sadnesses, your ecstasies, none spared

No te queda ni lo que has sido
Nothing remains, not even what you’d been
transiente chispa frente el olvido
a transient spark between oblivions

Te Mataron, David, Por Que?

David -- Why Did They Murder You?
by Richard Baldwin Cook

Richard Baldwin Cook is the author of Splendid
Lives and Otherwise: Sonnets of Remembrance
(Nativa LLC, 2011), available at Lulu.com. His other
books, available at Amazon.com and elsewhere,
include: That's What I'm Talking About: Collected
Essays, Literary Criticism (Nativa LLC, 2006); All of
the Above I and All of the Above II: Genealogy and
Family History (Nativa LLC, 2007, 2009); and May it
Please the Court: Attorney Punished for
Complaining about the Misconduct of a Federal
Judge (Nativa LLC, 2010).

# # #
At night, the boys would watch TV,
but when they heard the moving
above their heads, they’d turn the volume
down and grab their lacrosse sticks,
hitting the ceiling tiles until the black root
of a snake would drop down the cracks.
And they would beat the body like a toy.
And once it was done, they threw the body somewhere distant

so the girls wouldn’t have to find it.

The Hunting
by Meg Eden

Meg Eden has been published in various magazines and
anthologies and is the recipient of the 2012 Henrietta Spiegel
Creative Writing Award. Her collection Your Son has received
The Florence Kahn Memorial Award. Her collection Rotary
Phones and Facebook is to be released in 2012 by Dancing Girl
Press. Check out her work at artemisagain.wordpress.com.

# # #
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The Writer as Speaker

If you want your writing to sell, it's essential that you present yourself
well -- in readings, book signings, and panels. That means
developing your public speaking ability, a critical skill for a successful
writer these days.
For starters, be sure the text you're delivering is well written. Tailor
the wording for vocal presentation -- vary sentence length, avoid
tongue-twisters, replace any sentence that can't be spoken in a
single breath. With that out of the way, concentrate on delivery. Here
are some tips:
• Remember that you're onstage from the moment you arrive until

the moment you leave the gathering.
• Practice, practice, practice. Rehearse your gestures, designed

to underline and illustrate the text you're speaking. Train yourself
to project your voice, even if you're using a microphone, and to
keep your volume up, especially at the end of sentences.

• Look directly into the eyes of audience members, moving from
person to person as you speak. If you're reading, look up
frequently and connect with the audience. If you're simply
speaking, learn the text you're reciting well enough that an
occasional glance at your notes will be enough. Make it look
impromptu even if it's memorized.

• Make the gestures broad -- open your arms out all the way and
use your whole body.

• Dress your best. I wear a suit and tie when I'm speaking to a
group.

• Stand straight and tall, shoulders back, head up.
• Use props. They capture the attention of an audience. If you're

talking about a book, hold up a copy for the audience to see. If
you're describing a dagger, wave one in the air.

• Let your emotions show. Move the audience by moving yourself.
A passionate speaker carries the day. That means . . .

• Care deeply about what you're saying. If your subject doesn't
evoke strong emotion in you, it won't stir anybody else. In other
words . . .

• Remember that you're there not to inform but to arouse. An
emotionally stimulated audience will remember your words; a
bored one won't.

• Be charming, captivating, threatening, gracious -- whatever it
takes to capture your audience. And once you've got them,
never let them go.

Leave 'em laughing -- or crying -- when you go.
# # #

Writer Tom Glenn is a regular contributor to Pen in Hand. At the
annual MWA conference, he'll be speaking on fiction craftsmanship.
His web sites are tom-tell-tales.org and vietnam-tragedy.org.
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